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I. INTRODUCTION 
The absolute maximum performance criterion was first introduced by 
Chebyshev. Such a criterion has found application in the physical sciences [l] 
as well as in function approximation theory [2], ultimately culminating in the 
very general theory of Chebyshev sets and Chebyshev approximation (see 
reference list at the end of [3]). 
The first applications to the field of control are considered in [4-61. In [4], 
Bellman points out the maximum deviation of the state x(t) from a given 
vector z(t), over a fixed interval 0 < t < T, frequently corresponds most 
closely to the physical criterion. 
In this paper, existence and uniqueness of optima1 controls are proved for a 
class of linear systems. The performance criterion is a product norm on the 
direct product space formed from the state and control spaces with the norm 
on the state space an absolute maximum norm. The approach taken is to 
imbed the problem in a Banach space, which leads to an abstract minimum 
effort control problem. Minimum effort control problems have been exten- 
sively studied [7-91; in this note we extend a result in [9]. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the problem of transferring the response of a linear dynamic 
system 
x(t) = @(t, to) x0 + It @(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, t E 14, > Tl (2.1) 
h 
from a given initial state x(ts) = x0 to a given final state x(T) while minimizing 
(2.2) 
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where x and u are real or complex vector functions of dimension n and m, 
respectively, @(t, t,) is the system transition matrix, and prime means trans- 
pose. 
Let En be Euclidean n-space, L,” is the m-fold Cartesian product of 
LJt, , T] and C” denotes the continuous n-tuples on [to , T]; so for s E C”, 
Then (2.1) implies the two linear transformationsF : L2m 4 Cn, T : Lzm + En, 
given by 
Fu = [” cD(t, s) B(s) u(s) ds, t 6 [to , Tl, 
Tu = 
s 
’ @(T, s) B(s) u(s) ds. 
to 
(2.4) 
If F, T, and Q, are continuous, the above problem is a particular case of the 
following more general problem: 
PROBLEM I. Let L, Y, X be Banach spaces and for (u, y) EL x Y, 
Il(u, y)]l” = I] u II2 + ]I y j12; F is a continuous linear transformation from L 
into Y and T is a continuous linear transformation from L onto X. Thus the 
graph of F, L(F) = {(u, Fu) : u EL} CL x Y, is a Banach space by the Closed 
Graph Theorem and G : L(F) --f X defined by 
G[(u, Fu)] = Tu UEL 
is a continuous linear transformation. Then given 6 E X, (ti, 9) E L x Y 
find (II, Fu) E L(F) such that G[(u, Fu)] = 5 and 
J[(u>F41 = II u - fi II2 + II Fu - 9 /I2 
is minimized. 
Observe J[(u, Fu)]‘~” is a distance function from vectors in L(F) to any 
other vector (zi, 9) EL x Y. Also if zi = jJ = 0 the above reduces to finding 
the preimage of minimum norm for the function G. 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
LEMMA 1. If L is reflexive then L(F) is rejexive. 
Proof. Let L(F)** denote the second dual space of L(F). The canonical 
imbedding K1 , establishes an isometric isomorphism between L(F) and a 
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subspace of L(F)**. It is necessary to show K1 is onto L(F)**. Define the 
mapping H : L -L(F) by H(u) = (u, Fu) so H is linear, continuous, one-one, 
and onto L(F). The second conjugate mapping of H, Ii** : L** --f L(F)**, 
is also linear, continuous, one-one, and onto. If K is the canonical mapping 
ofl; onto L** then ffK-l(H**)-l is a left inverse of K, so I\‘, f-I**KH -I. 
DEFINITION. A Banach space L is said to be rotund or strictly convex if 
bS =- {U EL : 1’ u 11 = I} contains no line segments. Equivalently I; is rotund 
if for each u1 , u2 E I, such that 
I/ u1 -j- u2 ‘i = I/ u1 1, $- /~ u2 I/ 
then u1 -= CLUE or u2 = olul for some 01 > 0. 
LEMMA 2. If L is rotund then L(F) is rotund. 
Proof. Given (u, Fu), (ul , Fu,), (u, , Fu,) E &S’, 
X5’ = {(u, Fu) EL(F) : Ii@, Fu)l/ = I), 
and 
O<a<l, then 
II u ‘I G 01 II Ul I, + (1 - 4 I’ % I! and I~Fu~/,(nl~F~~~‘+(l -a)/~Fwi!. 
Squaring these two expressions and adding gives, 
1 < a2 + (1 - a)” + 241 - a) (11 u1 Ij !I u2 /, + /I Fu, 1; I/ Fu, I’). (3.1) 
Defining 
II u1 II - II u2 II = a, and llFu,ii -l!Fu,!: ==a,,, 
squaring both expressions and adding (3.1) becomes 
1 < a2 + (1 - CX)” + lX(l - a) (2 - a), 
where a = uL2 + a,,2. For this to hold it is necessary a = 0, thus (j u1 j/ = 11 u2 Ii 
and /j Fu, Ij = /I Fu, 11 . From the triangle inequality and the fact (u, Fu), 
(ul, Fu,), (ue ,Fu,) E 8s one obtains I/ u Ii = /I u1 // = ;j ug I! . Since L is 
rotund, u1 = u2 . 
This lemma differs from Lemma 1 in that it cannot be extended to hold 
for all norms equivalent to the given norm on L(F). It is sufficient to apply the 
second definition of rotundity given above to the norm 
ll(u, Fu)li = m=(e Ii u !! , I! Fu II), 
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where E > 0 is a constant to be chosen sufficiently small. The space 
{Fu : u EL} is not rotund. 
THEOREM 1. If L . j! zs re exive there exists an optimal vector 
(u. , Fu,) E A = {(u, Fu) E L(F) : G[(u, Fu)] = E} 
which minimizes J[(u, Fu)]. 
Proof. Since G is continuous the set A is closed. Let 
h = inf{J[(u, Fu)] : (u, Fu) E A> 
and 
A.=!(~,F~)EA:/[(u,F~)]<X+$ n-1,2,3 ,.... 
For each n, 
An = A n (u,y) EL x Y: 1) 
I 
is closed. For all (u, Fu) EL(F), 
Il(u, FujII = [II u II2 + II Fu 11211’2 ,< II u II + II Fu II 
Thus for all (u, Fu) E A, , all n 
II@, FujII < W + l)l” + (II d II + II 9 II). 
By Lemma 1, L(F) is reflexive, thus its unit ball is weakly compact. It follows 
from the above {An} forms a nonincreasing sequence of nonempty weakly 
compact subsets of L(F) and therefore has nonempty intersection. 
THEOREM 2. If L is rotund and rejexive, there exists a unique optimal vector 
(q, , Fu,) E A = {(u, Fu) E L(F) : G[(u, Fu)] = .$} 
which minimizes J[(u, Fu)]. 
Proof. Since G is continuous the set A is convex. Suppose there exists 
(ur , Fu,) and (u2 , Fu,) in A which minimizes J[(u, Fu)], then 
(u, Fu) = +l, Fu,) + (1 - 4 (~2 , Fu,) E 4 O<or<l, 
and 
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By definition of minimum J[(u, Fu)] 3 J[(u&~)] = J[(zQ , FUG)]. It follows 
from the convexity relationships and the triangle inequality 
Lemma 2 implies 
(u, Fu) = (ul ) Fu,) = (u2 ) Fu,). 
Since LznL is both reflexive and rotund, these two theorems show a unique 
optimal control exists for the original problem as long as the plant (2.1) is 
controllable, or equivalently, if T given by (2.4) is onto En. Further, a result 
in [9] is extended by removing the assumption Y is reflexive and rotund, thus 
enlarging the class of performance criteria (also see [ 10; 12, p. 2601). 
Remark 1. If wi = (ui , FuJ - (ti, j), i = 1, 2, and if L is rotund then 
// wi + w2 /I --= I/ w1 11 + 11 w2 // implies w1 = 01wa or wa = oiwr for some (y. > 0. 
Let F, be a continuous linear transformation from L into Banach space Y, 
for each i, i m= l,..., N. Problem I includes the performance index 
where (zi, y1 ,..., jN) is an arbitrary vector in L x 1; x ... */ Y,. Give 
I’--:Y,~...xY~thenorm,fory~Y, 
ilyll = 5 llyil12 . 
L I i=l 
Then F defined by Fu = (Flu,..., FNu) is a continuous linear transformation 
from L into Y and 
4. OTHER MAXIMUM NORMS 
The maximum norm given by max,o~t~*[~‘(t)X(t)]1i2 is a special case of 
the norm 
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Other max type norms include 
Suppose the Banach spaces L, , Yi and a continuous linear mapping 
Fi:Li+Yiaregivenforeachi,i=l,...,N.Let 
L = L, x ... x L, and L, =L(F,) x ... x L(F,), 
where L(F,) CL, x Yi and for (ui , yi) E Li x Yi , 
Ilo4 , Y&l2 = II % II2 + II Yi 112, i = I,..., N. 
IfL, , i = l,..., N is reflexive and rotund then from the preceding results and 
Theorems B, C in [I 1, pp. 423-4261 there exists a unique control us EL 
such that Tu, = 4 and which minimizes 
or 
(4.1) 
where aij a positive-definite symmetric N x N matrix whose entries are 
nonnegative. It is also assumed the norm on L corresponding to (4.1) and 
(4.2) is given by 
and 
respectively. The first part of the above statement follows by defining 
G:L,+X by 
G[(u, , Flu&, (UN ,Fr,siv)I = Tu, UEL, 
where L, is given the norm (4.1), in which case, the linearity and continuity 
of G follows from that of T. An analogous statement holds for (4.2). A little 
stronger result for (4.1) can be given as a corollary. 
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COROLLARY 1. Given the above conditions, there exists a unique control 
uO EL such that Tu, = f and which minimizes 
where (I& , ji) is an arbitrary vector in L, ;< Yi , i = I,..., ,\I. 
Proof. From the above it follows Lo with norm (4.1) is reflexive. By 
Jensen’s inequality, 
so the existence follows from Theorem 1. 
The uniqueness follows from the rotundity proof of Theorem B in [I 1, 
p. 4231 utilizing Remark 1. 
It follows all the previous results are also applicable for the norm on L(F) 
given by 
\\(u, Fu)ll = I/ u /I + 1: FU Ii. 
Assuming L is rotund, consider 
Mu1  %) + (u2 T Fu,)ll = ll(% y Wli + iI& , F%II . 
If Ij u1 -+ u2 I/ < 11 u1 /I + 1) u2 11 , then jj Fu, + Fu, /I > // Fu, II -+ ij Fu, jl , which 
contradicts the triangle inequality. Therefore 
1; u1 + u2 II = II u1 II + !i u2 I~ , 
which implies L(F) is rotund. 
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